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Abstract 16 

    The rapid advances in sequencing and analysis technologies have enabled the accurate detection 17 

of diverse forms of genomic variants, including germline, somatic, and mosaic mutations. However, 18 

unlike for the former two mutations, the best practices for mosaic variant calling still remain chaotic 19 

due to the technical and conceptual difficulties faced in evaluation. Here, we present our benchmark 20 

of nine feasible strategies for mosaic variant detection based on a systematically designed reference 21 

standard that mimics mosaic samples, with 390,153 control positive and 35,208,888 negative single-22 

nucleotide variants and insertion–deletion mutations. We identified the condition-dependent strengths 23 

and weaknesses of the current strategies, instead of a single winner, regarding variant allele 24 

frequencies, variant sharing, and the usage of control samples. Moreover, feature-level investigation 25 

directs the way for immediate to prolonged improvements in mosaic variant calling. Our results will 26 

guide researchers in selecting suitable calling algorithms and suggest future strategies for developers.  27 
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    Post-zygotic mutations continuously occur along the zygote-to-adult trajectory, resulting in 28 

genetic mosaicism. Recently, the capabilities to directly detect mosaic mutations at the genome level 29 

have led to a series of discoveries, including the mutational processes and landscapes involved in 30 

human development1,2 and aging3,4, the causes of neurological disorders5, and cancer predispositions6. 31 

As more research questions are being answered, there is growing attention on the complete 32 

investigation of mosaicism, warranted by the accurate detection of mosaic mutations. 33 

    The detection of mosaic mutations is an intricate process not only technically but also 34 

conceptually. Given the definition of genetic mosaicism (the presence of two or more genotypes), 35 

mosaic mutation is only loosely defined. Conventional somatic mutations fall within the boundary of 36 

mosaic mutations, as they lead to genetic differences between tissues. Mutations in the developmental 37 

process lead to a complex relationship among the affected and unaffected tissues; in other words, 38 

mutations may or may not be shared between a pair of samples. Variant allele frequencies (VAFs) 39 

vary widely ranging from extremely low (< 1%) to the level of germline variants (approximately 40 

50%) depending on the time and location of occurrence and can also be largely unbalanced among 41 

shared tissues because of the asymmetry in proliferation and selective pressure. This ambiguity is 42 

reflected in the disparate set of approaches applied in recent studies, such as targeting variants with 43 

unlikely VAFs for normal zygosity in a single sample7,8, searching for shared variants in a pair of 44 

samples9, and machine-learning algorithms10,11. These circumstances urgently demand a rigorous 45 

cataloging and assessment of mosaic detection algorithms, as conducted for germline and somatic 46 

variants12-17, but should be in a more sophisticated manner to cover the full extent of scenarios that 47 

mosaic variants can represent. Above all, the construction of robust and biologically compatible 48 

reference standards is a prerequisite.   49 

    Here, we present our benchmark for nine practically used mosaic variant detection approaches 50 

based on a newly constructed reference standard. The benchmark and reference standard have been 51 

systematically designed to evaluate the performance of the algorithms in multiple different conditions, 52 

including VAFs, sequencing depth, variant types, variant sharing, VAF balances, and the use of 53 

matched controls. For every analysis, we focus on drawing the strengths and weaknesses of the 54 

approaches and deducing the basis for the properties while reporting the accuracy of each algorithm. 55 

Finally, we investigate the effectiveness of internal features and their combinations and the potential 56 

use of multiple samples, which may improve accuracy.  57 
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Results 58 

 59 

Benchmark setting 60 

    We constructed a new reference standard for evaluation. The detailed information about the 61 

procedure, quality control, and the final specifications is described in a separate data description 62 

paper18. Briefly, the reference standard material is a collection of 39 mixtures of six pre-genotyped 63 

normal cell lines, each one harboring 7,566 to 11,606 known single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) and 64 

insertion–deletion (INDEL) mutations in a wide spectrum of VAFs (0.5%–56%). In total, there were 65 

374,565 and 12,048 control positive SNVs and INDELs, respectively, approximately 70% of which 66 

presented a low VAF (<10%)18. Likewise, 35,113,417 and 19,936 non-variant and germline variant 67 

sites are listed as negative control in each sample.  68 

    The uniqueness of the reference standard lies in the internal hierarchical structure that mimics the 69 

mutation acquisition process under cellular differentiation, such as during the early embryonic 70 

development (Fig. 1a). The 39 mixtures belong to one of the three mixture categories (M1–M3) that 71 

symbolize three distinct descendants, each one harboring a common and lineage-specific set of 72 

variants acquired from cumulative cell line mixing. Thus, the comparison of the mixtures from 73 

different categories enables testing for both shared and non-shared variants. Moreover, different 74 

mixtures in a same category share the same set of variants, but with different VAFs, which are 75 

determined by the mixing ratios. Overall, there are 741 possible combinations of selecting two 76 

mixtures, which can represent nearly complete scenarios in the mosaic mutation detection, regarding 77 

variant sharing and VAF composition. The final dataset was prepared by conducting deep whole-78 

exome sequencing (1,100×) of the mixtures, and multi-step down-samplings (125×, 250×, and 500×).  79 

    We selected nine mosaic detection strategies for evaluation. The inclusion criteria were: (1) 80 

algorithms that explicitly aim to detect mosaic mutations10,19, (2) procedures that have been used 81 

previously to discover mosaic variants8,20, and (3) algorithms that can be applied for mosaic mutation 82 

detection via simple modifications9 (Methods). As not all strategies are primarily developed to target 83 

mosaic mutations, some results do not represent the intrinsic performance of the baseline algorithm. 84 

The nine strategies were classified into four major categories based on their baseline algorithms: 85 

mosaic, somatic, germline, and ensemble (Fig. 1b). The mosaic category includes three algorithms 86 

that specifically target mosaic mutations: MosaicHunter (MH)19, MosaicForecast (MF)10, and 87 

DeepMosaic (DM)11, which exploit Bayesian, Random-Forest, and deep-learning algorithms, 88 

respectively (Fig. 1b upper). Algorithms in the somatic and germline categories are modified 89 

procedures based on the somatic and germline variant callers. Somatic callers basically take a pair of 90 

samples to find mutually exclusive variants, but can also be used to find the shared 91 
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 92 

Figure 1. An overview of benchmark based on mosaic reference standards. 93 

(a) Cumulative mixing of six pre-genotyped normal cell lines to construct reference standards. It mimics the 94 
mosaic variant acquisition process during the early development. A total of 39 reference standards were 95 
established depending on different mixing ratio and combination of the sources within three different mixture 96 
types (9 M1, 12 M2, and 18 M3). When selecting two samples, variants are shared or not, and the variant allele 97 
frequencies (VAF) of shared variants are balanced or unbalanced in respect to the selection among 741 possible 98 
combinations. (b) Landscape of the true and false positives in the reference standards (center) and the applied 99 
detection approaches are shown (outer). Density of the variants along the VAFs in single and paired-sample 100 
analysis is shown. The dashed line denotes VAF 10%, the data on the plane and axis refer to the shared (blue 101 
dashed rectangle) or non-shared variants, respectively. Possible false positives from two types of negative 102 
controls (non-variant and germline variants) are shown after 1/1000 down sampling. Four categories of 103 
detection approaches based on their baseline algorithms, mosaic, somatic, germline, and ensemble were applied 104 
to the datasets. Red and blue boxes and followed by arrows depict analysis type (single or paired) of each. 105 

 106 

 107 
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mutations by altering the filter usage (Fig. 1b left). Likewise, germline callers can be used to detect 108 

low- to medium-level mosaic mutations modifying the ploidy assumptions8 (Fig. 1b right). Although 109 

many callers can be applied to these categories, Mutect2 (MT2)21 and HaplotypeCaller22 (HC) with 110 

ploidy 20 and 200 (HC20 and HC200) were selected as representatives of the somatic and germline 111 

categories, respectively. The ensemble category includes one procedure (M2S2MH) that consists of 112 

the combined use of three different callers (MosaicHunter, Mutect2, and Strelka223) and filtration20.  113 

 114 

Evaluation of single sample-based calling  115 

    The detection of mosaic variants in a single sample is analogous to conventional somatic variant 116 

calling without a matched control. The aim of this task is to sort out true mosaic variants from wild-117 

type and germline sites, based on the sequence alignment and VAF. As wild-type sites are generally 118 

presented in low VAFs derived from sequencing artifacts (< 1%–5%) and the VAFs at germline sites 119 

follow binomial-like distributions centered at 50%, most approaches primarily target the variants with 120 

intermediate VAFs (Fig. 2a). Moreover, inherent uncertainty exists in distinguishing high-VAF 121 

mosaic variants from germline variants, which requires external information, such as the population-122 

level allele frequency8. Six approaches based on five algorithms (MH, MF, DM, MT2, HC20, and 123 

HC200) support SNV calling, whereas four approaches (MF, MT2, HC20, and HC200) support 124 

INDEL calling and, therefore, were evaluated (Methods).  125 

    In a high-depth (1,100×) setting, MF and MT2 showed the best F1-score in detecting mosaic 126 

SNVs, with robust sensitivity and precision in a wide VAF range (4%–20%); MT2 showed higher 127 

sensitivity and lower precision than MF (Fig. 2b). We found that most of the performance gain in MF 128 

and MT2 was achieved at low VAFs (<10%), benefiting from the strength of somatic variant calling; 129 

MF takes the raw calls of MT2 as input. In the high-VAF area (≥20%), other approaches showed their 130 

own strengths; for example, HC showed high sensitivity, and mosaic callers (MH, MF, and DM) 131 

showed high precision. For most approaches, increases in sequencing depth resulted in an 132 

improvement in sensitivity and precision, especially at low VAFs (<10%) (Fig. 2c and 133 

Supplementary Fig. 1a). The only exception was DM, which showed the best performance at 250×, 134 

at which the algorithm was trained11. This implies that image-based deep-learning approaches can be 135 

further improved by diversifying the models for various read depths. For INDELs, the best 136 

performing approaches differed by VAF range: MF was the best approach at very-low (<5%) and 137 

high (≥15%) VAFs, whereas HC20 was the best at medium VAFs (5%–15%) (Fig. 2d). Similar to 138 

SNVs, a gain in F1-score was observed at a higher read depth (Fig. 2e and Supplementary Fig. 1b). 139 

Nevertheless, the overall performance was far lower than that of SNV detection, demanding 140 

improvements.  141 
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 142 

Figure 2. Evaluation of single sample-based calling  143 

(a) A schematic overview of mosaic variant detection in a single sample. True mosaic variants with varied allele 144 
frequencies (VAF) should be distinguished from the germline variants and diverse non-variant sites. (b and c) 145 
Sensitivity, precision, and F1-score in different VAF categories are shown, where each contains the same 146 
number of positive controls. (b) SNV detection performance of six applied approaches in the eight VAF 147 
categories in 1,100×. (c) INDEL detection performance of four applied approaches in the seven categories in 148 
1,100×. (d and e) Comparison of the F1-scores of each approach among the three different sequencing depths: 149 
125×, 250×, and 500× in (d) SNVs, (e) INDELs. (f) Diagram illustrating the consistency of the variant call sets 150 
within each approach towards four different four depths: 125×, 250×, 500×, and 1,100×. The consistency of true 151 
positives and two different types of false positives (non-variant and germline) are shown, with the relative sizes 152 
and relationships between the call sets of four read depths. Colored parts represent the call set specific to each 153 
depth (nVennR) (g) Similarity of call sets between different approaches. The similarities were calculated using 154 
the Jaccard index. MH, MosaicHunter; MF, MosaicForecast; DM, DeepMosaic; MT, Mutect2; HC20, 155 
HaplotypeCaller with ploidy option 20; HC200, HaplotypeCaller with ploidy option 200. 156 

 157 

Further assessment of the consistency of the call sets towards read depth showed an unexpected 158 

behavior (Fig. 2f, Supplementary Fig. 1c for INDEL). With an increase in the sequencing depth, a 159 

gain in the number of true positives is commonly expected, without losing previous calls. Likewise, a 160 

proper reduction of the number of false positives is also predicted. However, we observed a 161 

substantial loss of true positives and an extra gain of false positives at higher sequencing depths in all 162 

approaches, which indicates that the current approaches should consider various sequencing depths in 163 

their model construction. There were also low overlaps among the call sets from different approaches, 164 

both in true positives and false positives (Fig. 2g, Supplementary Fig. 1d and 1e). In this case, 165 

however, the low consistency may indicate a possibility of further improvement by referring to the 166 

true and false calls from other algorithms, or by composing ensemble approaches. 167 
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Evaluation of paired sample-based calling  168 

    Mosaic variants generally affect multiple parts of an individual; thus, sampling more than a single 169 

site is a better option. In a sample pair, mosaic variants can exist either in one or both samples, 170 

comprising a non-shared or shared form (Fig. 3a upper). Detection of a non-shared mosaic variant is 171 

equivalent to the conventional somatic variant detection problem and can be handled using relevant 172 

callers; therefore, it was not prioritized here. By contrast, shared variants are harder to call as they 173 

should be distinguished from wild-type and germline variants simultaneously. VAFs comparably 174 

deviating from 50% (expected in heterozygous) in both samples are useful, but inter-sample 175 

imbalance can be present1. Nevertheless, there are few tools that directly detect shared mosaic 176 

variants. Instead, the modified use of existing algorithms has been used alternatively7. 177 

    We evaluated nine and five strategies that could be applied to detect mosaic SNVs and INDELs, 178 

respectively, in paired samples. These strategies are divided into two major categories: two-single and 179 

paired (Fig. 3a lower). Strategies in the two-single category attempt to call mosaic variants in each 180 

sample and report their intersections. We applied MH, MF, DM, MT2, HC20, and HC200 to two-181 

single approaches for the SNVs, and MF, MT2, HC20, and HC200 for INDELs (we will use the 182 

suffix ‘-ts’ to represent two-single). Strategies in the paired category take both samples together to 183 

call shared mosaic variants. We found that MH, MT2, and M2S2MH were applicable to SNVs, and 184 

MT2 was also applicable to INDELs (the suffix ‘-p’ will be used). Among them, M2S2MH is the only 185 

strategy that directly targets shared mosaic variants, whereas MH and MT2 required further 186 

modifications (Methods). 187 

Our evaluations revealed even more complex relationships among algorithms, strategies, and 188 

VAFs (Fig. 3b-3c, Supplementary Fig 2a-2d for all read depths). With the lack of optimal models, 189 

the paired approach did not outperform the two-single approaches. Instead, the benefit was algorithm-190 

specific. In particular, MT2-p showed lower sensitivity, especially at low (<5%) and high (>25%) 191 

VAFs, than MT2-ts. Conversely, MH-p showed better sensitivity than MH-ts, without an increase in 192 

the number of false positives. We assume that the joint genotyping model of MH led to the better 193 

utilization of the sample pairs. Regarding other callers, M2S2MH showed a robust performance by 194 

reinforcing the sensitivity of MH with a read-level rescuing procedure. Germline approaches (HC20-195 

ts and HC200-ts) showed high sensitivity at medium to high VAFs (>10%), but called many false 196 

positives at VAFs > 25%, rendering the best performing area at 10%–25%. MF-ts showed a 197 

comparable performance to that of MT2-ts, with higher precision at very-low (<5%) and high (>25%) 198 

VAFs. Although the performance was specific to the baseline algorithms and VAF ranges, we noted 199 

that the paired approaches were less susceptible to VAF imbalances within samples (Fig. 3d), 200 

indicating the fact that tightly considering sample pairs would potentially be more beneficial.  201 
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  202 

Figure 3. Evaluation of paired sample-based calling performance 203 

(a) Schematic overview of variant detection in paired-samples and the two types of detection categories, two-204 
single and paired (Methods). Approaches in the two-single category two-single category calls mosaic variants in 205 
each sample and report their intersections. Those in the paired category utilize two samples simultaneously for 206 
the joint genotyping. (b) Sensitivity and false positive distribution of the nine approaches of shared SNV and (c) 207 
INDEL detection. (d) Sensitivity comparison between the balanced and unbalanced variant allele frequencies 208 
(VAF) in shared variant detection. The unbalanced category includes variants whose difference in variant allele 209 
frequency between two samples was greater than 2-fold. (e) The partitioned F1-scores of shared mosaic SNVs 210 
were calculated in sixteen areas with the combinations of the four VAF range groups (very-low: <5%, low: ≥5% 211 
and <10%, medium: ≥10% and <25%, and high: ≥10% and <25%). One of the sixteen areas couldn’t be 212 
evaluated as the positive controls could not be assigned, and areas with none of true positive in approaches also 213 
could not be shown (N/A). (f) Combination of the best performing approaches within each combinational VAF 214 
area, for detecting shared SNV (left), and INDEL (right). Dist Distribution, VL very low, L low, M medium, H 215 
high 216 

 217 

 218 

Nevertheless, both paired and two-single approaches lacked the call set consistency towards read 219 

depths as shown in the single sample-based calling (Supplementary Fig. 2e-2f). Overall, the 220 

development of effective paired sample-based models is demanded. 221 
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The algorithm and VAF specificity of the performance suggests an instant way to improve the 222 

mosaic variant detection on an application level. We partitioned the answer set into 16 (= 4 × 4) VAF 223 

areas: four ranges (very-low: < 5%; low: 5%–10%; medium: 10%–25%; and high: > 25%) for each 224 

sample, to describe the landscape of the best performing ranges (Fig. 3e). Although MF-ts and MT2-225 

ts marked the best F1-score, in general, other algorithms showed a better performance within 226 

particular VAF areas, especially for INDEL detection (Supplementary Fig. 3a). Mapping these 227 

“local winners” into the VAF space rendered the current best practice for integrating multiple 228 

strategies (Fig. 3f). Compared with the single best performing strategy, an ensemble of the five 229 

strategies increased the overall F-score from 0.89 to 0.96 and from 0.52 to 0.60 for SNVs and 230 

INDELs, respectively. 231 

 232 

Evaluation of the building blocks: features and filters 233 

    Variant calling utilizes multiple information as features, such as simple field values in raw data 234 

(e.g., the number and frequency of B-alleles or the average base-call quality), or specifically 235 

formulated measures (e.g., proportion of clipped alt-reads with ≥10 bp. Thus, a variant calling 236 

algorithm is a decision process of selecting, calculating, and organizing such features, and a feature-237 

level evaluation provides fundamental resources for developers.  238 

Using positive and negative calls, we evaluated forty-eight features that have been used in four 239 

different mosaic detection algorithms (MF, MT2, DM, and HC; see Supplementary Table 2 for the 240 

full list of features). The area under the curve (AUC) of the 48 features widely ranged from 0.5 to 1 241 

(Fig. 4a), among which the features with an AUC closer to 1 are potentially informative in further 242 

classifying the current false and positive calls. Eleven features had an AUC > 0.9 and their efficiency 243 

differed by the variant type (SNV or INDEL) and error type (vs. wild-type and germline). For 244 

example, “refhom-likelihood” (RLH; AUC = 0.99) and “mosaic-likelihood” (MLH; AUC = 0.98), the 245 

likelihoods for wide-type and mosaic genotypes were calculated using MF, and “QUAL” (AUC = 0.99 246 

and 0.96 in HC200 and HC20, respectively), a well-known confidence feature for genotyping in HC, 247 

were shown to further distinguish wild-type SNVs. Likewise, “score 2” (potential mosaic possibility; 248 

AUC = 0.99) in DM and “QD” (quality by depth; AUC = 0.98) in HC could be utilized for filtering 249 

germline SNVs. Although no prominent features are shown for wild-type INDELs, “GERMQ” 250 

(Phred-scaled quality that alternative alleles are not germline variants, AUC=0.99) in MT2, and “QD” 251 

(AUC=0.98) in HC20 were shown to be useful in distinguishing germline INDELs (Fig. 4a right). 252 

Overall, a more active use of these features would increase the overall performance in the short-term. 253 

 254 
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 255 

Figure 4. Evaluation of the features and filters. 256 

(a) Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) of forty-eight features used in the four approaches (MF, MT2, DM, 257 
and HC) for mosaic SNV (left) and INDEL (right) detection are shown. Each feature was investigated on two 258 
types of false positives (non-variant and germline) if it can further classify the final variant set of own approach 259 
into true and false positives (Supplementary Table 2 for full names and definitions of the evaluated features. 260 
Features with AUC over 0.9 are presented in red lines. (b) The tested features were categorized into three 261 
categories, sequencing, alignment, and genotype level based on the original intention of their usage. Genotype-262 
level features had significantly larger AUCs than the other two (Wilcoxon’s rank sum test, p = 0.00003 with 263 
sequencing-level and p = 0.00002 with alignment-level), and the median of each category is shown in red. (c) 264 
The efficiencies of 16 independently adjustable post-filters from MT2 and HC200 were tested by obtaining the 265 
additional true and false positives when each of them was disabled. The number of true and false positive counts 266 
are shown in log10 scale (upper) and the resultant differences in F1-scores are shown (lower). Delta F1 score 267 
was calculated by F1-score in default settings subtracted by the F1-score with disabled-filter. RLH Refhom 268 
likelihood, MLH Mosaic likelihood, NMRS Mismatches p, PoN Panel of normals, SB Strand bias, WE Weak 269 
evidence, BQ Base qual, MQ Map qual, Frg Fragment, Pos Position, HT Haplotype, CE Clustered events, GL 270 
Germline, Slp Slippage, MtA Multiallelic, LoC LowCoverage, RPR ReadPosRankSum 271 

 272 

 273 

We inspected the generalized properties of the informative features (Fig. 4b). The sources, scales, and 274 

complexity of the 48 features were highly diverse, but could be categorized into three different levels: 275 

sequencing, alignment, and genotype. Sequencing level features are the raw values and their 276 

derivatives regarding sequencing reads, base-call, and quality. Alignment-level features are values 277 

that annotate the patterns and noises in read mapping and genotype-level features are intermediate 278 

scores in the genotyping of positions, such as likelihoods and confidence values. We found that most 279 

of the informative features (12/13, 92%) were of the genotype level. Likewise, category-level 280 
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grouping of AUCs showed that the genotype-level features were substantially more informative than 281 

the other categories (average AUC = 0.77 vs. 0.59, p = 3 × 10-5 and 2 × 10-5 for the sequencing- and 282 

alignment-level features, respectively) (Fig. 4b). Therefore, we suggest that opportunities for 283 

improvement lie in the better use of the genotype-level features. 284 

    Next, we evaluated another usage of such information: a filter with which the call sets are post-285 

processed and refined usually by using a single threshold value. A good filter is expected to remove 286 

the false calls, while leaving the true calls, and increase the overall accuracy (e.g., F1-score). We 287 

tested the efficiency of the 16 independently adjustable filters used in MT2 and HC200 by disabling 288 

and comparing the changes in the call sets (Fig. 4c upper). We found that most of the filters removed 289 

a substantial number of false positives (0 to 233,874); however, it was also accompanied by the 290 

corresponding number of lost true positives (0 to 160,967). Overall, the contribution of the filters to 291 

the overall performance (F1-score) was limited (-0.002 to 0.038, mean = 0.003) (Fig. 4c lower). 292 

These results imply that the naïve, single threshold-based filtration is not an effective strategy for 293 

solving the mosaic variant calling problem, and should not be prioritized in the development of new 294 

algorithms.  295 

 296 

Stepping forward: additional strategies for mosaic variant calling 297 

    We have shown that there is no single algorithm that fits all mosaic variant types and more major 298 

breakthroughs are evidently needed. Here, we propose and test two strategies that can direct further 299 

advances for reinforcing the current approaches or for developing new algorithms. 300 

    First, we considered a call set- or feature-level recombination of multiple algorithms. We have 301 

already shown that an ensemble of multiple algorithms can instantly improve the performance of 302 

paired sample-based detection. Similarly, cross-reference of diverse features applied in multiple 303 

algorithms would lead to a more fundamental improvement in the short-term. For example, in a single 304 

sample setting, MT2 showed high sensitivity, but was accompanied by many false positives at the 305 

VAF areas, mostly germline variants. We found that the MT2 call set could be efficiently improved 306 

by applying the foreign feature “alt softclip” developed for MF, which removed 27.3% (228/834) of 307 

false calls from wild-type sites and lost only 0.009% (27/289,124) of the true answers (Fig. 5a top). 308 

Likewise, applying the MT2 feature “MFRL alt” (a median fragment length of reads with alternative 309 

alleles) and the MF feature “Het Likelihood” (genotype likelihood of the variant being germline 310 

heterozygous) to the HC200 call set removed 40.54% (30/74) and 93.08% (50,304/54,043) of the 311 

false calls from the wild-type and germline sites, respectively, losing 0.03% (26/86,415) and 3.3% 312 

(2,732/82,026), respectively, of the true calls (Fig. 5a middle and bottom). In the share-variant 313 

detection, we noted that the “rescue” procedure (Method, Fig. 5b) of M2S2MH was effective,  314 
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 315 

 316 
Figure 5. Additional strategies for mosaic variant calling 317 

(a) Accuracy enhancement by the call set- and feature-level recombination of multiple approaches. Three 318 
examples with the “alt softclip” in MF, “MFRL alt” in MT2, and “HetLH” in MF, applied to the call sets of 319 
MT2 with false positives from non-variant sites, HC200 with false positives from non-variant sites, and HC200 320 
with germline false positives, respectively. Removed percentage of true or false positives with the applications 321 
are shown in red. (b) A schematic overview of the “rescue” procedure of M2S2MH approach. A shared variant 322 
that detected by only in the either of two samples could be rescued with read-level information. (c) The 323 
improvement in F1-scores of before and after applying the “rescue” procedure to MosaicHunter (MH), 324 
MosaicForecast (MF), and DeepMosaic (DM), F1-scores shown in partitioned variant allele frequency (VAF) 325 
areas as in Figure 3e. (d) Strategy for precision enhancement by utilizing multiple samples (≥3) and their 326 
distances in the developmental lineage (left). Variants not shared in Sample 2 and Sample 3 (proximal lineages) 327 
are unlikely to be shared in a sample in distal lineages (Sample 1 and Sample 3). Like so, the shared variants 328 
among Sample 1 and Sample 2 (named as Set 1) were filtered out if they were not present in Sample 3 (Set 2). 329 
The removed true and false positives when applied to shared SNVs and INDELs are shown (right). In total of 330 
1,944 combinations among 39 reference standards in three categories (M1, M2, M3) were tested with MT2 call 331 
sets as an example.  332 

 333 

increasing the F1-score by 2.5-fold (0.26 to 0.64) from the original MH calls. A similar approach of 334 

using different baseline callers (MF and DM) also achieved an increase in the F1-score by 0.83 to 335 

0.93 and 0.1 to 0.36, respectively (Fig. 5b). We presumed that testing full combinations of call sets 336 

and features, preferably in a VAF-specific manner, may bring instant benefits without developing a 337 

new algorithm ab initio. Second, the usage of multiple samples was tested. Although no such 338 

algorithms have been developed yet, considering ≥3 samples can be useful, particularly for improving 339 

precision. For example, variants shared in two samples of distal lineages (e.g., ectoderm and 340 

mesoderm) are likely to be present in the third sample within the lineages (e.g., another ectoderm). 341 

Similarly, variants not shared in the same lineage are unlikely to exist in a distal lineage. A pilot 342 
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application of this idea was conducted on the 1,944 possible combinations of three different mosaic 343 

samples (Fig. 5c). We found that 67.3% and 55.5% of the shared false positives of SNVs, and 344 

INDELs could be removed while losing only a small fraction (1.6% and 3.9%) of true positives, 345 

thereby further increasing the F1-score from 0.94 to 0.95 and from 0.18 to 0.29 for SNVs and 346 

INDELs, respectively (Fig. 5d). Thereby, we anticipate that a generalized algorithm for using 347 

multiple tissues would increase the sensitivity and precision of mosaic variant calling.  348 
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Discussion 349 

In recent decades, the technologies used for detecting germline and somatic mutations have been 350 

greatly improved. The F1-scores of germline variant calling have exceeded 0.9917. Clonal somatic 351 

mutation calling (e.g., cancer) has gained credence on a clinical level, by lowering the limit of 352 

detection down to around 1%24. A number of benchmarks and competitions have led to the best 353 

trustworthy practices13,25. Contrarily, this is not the case for mosaic mutations. Compared with its 354 

biological importance, the techniques used for mosaic variant calling still remain in their infancy. The 355 

lack of robust benchmark studies perplexes researchers. Moreover, the complex presentation patterns 356 

and restricted definition of mosaic mutations aggravate the problem. We presumed that, currently, the 357 

resolution of this uncertainty is a more acute problem than developing new algorithms. 358 

    The construction of comprehensive and versatile reference standards is the first step in achieving 359 

a robust benchmark. So far, several different approaches have been used for germline and somatic 360 

variants. Setting up a cooperative, public standard model has provided a good reference standard (e.g., 361 

Genome in a Bottle14) for germline variants, and similar efforts are being made for somatic variants16. 362 

However, deriving a robust standard reference is yet to be accomplished for these variants due to the 363 

intrinsic difficulties in finalizing confident true calls. The direct engineering of the genome using gene 364 

editing technologies (e.g., CRISPR-cas9) is another approach and has been used to produce  365 

commercial products26. Nonetheless, the small number of true answers confines its usage on an 366 

application level (e.g., validation of clinical panels). Generating in silico simulated datasets (e.g., 367 

mixing BAM files) is a simple but powerful method16. Although this can popularize the following 368 

benchmark studies, we noted that the error profiles, especially the sequencing errors, are restricted in 369 

the source data and cannot represent the real-world level artifacts (Supplementary Fig. 3b). Overall, 370 

we believe that our approach to construct a standard reference is costly and time-consuming, but the 371 

most proper way for securing both the scale and robustness. 372 

    Despite all efforts, this benchmark has potential pitfalls, particularly in the interpretation of the 373 

analysis results, limitation in the search space, and data dependency. First, the performance of the 374 

mosaic calling “strategies” should not be confused with their baseline algorithms, especially when 375 

they were used in an unintended way. For example, the performance of MT2-p does not directly 376 

indicate the somatic mutation calling performance of MT2, with the modified use of normal filters. 377 

Likewise, MH-p originally reported variants with inconsistent genotypes in two samples (e.g., 378 

germline in one and mosaic in the other) and has been modified to call the shared variants by referring 379 

to the internal genotype probability matrix. The composition of all the two-single approaches for 380 

shared variant detection (MH-ts, MF-ts, DM-ts, MT2-ts, and HC20/200-ts) are generally acceptable; 381 

however, the usages were not explicitly declared in the original algorithms. Again, these 382 
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modifications were conducted to test the potentially applicable strategies in the absence of specifically 383 

developed algorithms. Moreover, the complexity of the use of parameters limits the benchmark. There 384 

are at least 4 to 110 parameters whose use can be adjusted and the number of combinations of which 385 

reaches up to tens of millions. Because of the intractability, evaluations have been conducted using 386 

default parameters, assuming that the empirical suggestions from developers is close to optimal. 387 

Finally, the composition of the standard reference can affect the results, such as the distribution of 388 

VAFs in the datasets, sequencing platform, read length, and error profiles. For example, the 389 

cumulative cell line mixing (Fig. 1a) produced a large set of robust mosaic variants; however, it can 390 

also alter the composition of germline variant sites. We resolved the problem of the loss of pure 391 

germline sites by preparing a separated set of reference standard that reserved germline sites18. 392 

Notably, there are remaining unavoidable noises at the germline variant sites of the original cell lines. 393 

Although the effect is assumed as ignorable (see Supplementary Notes), we should be aware of it 394 

when evaluating tools that consider the alignment patterns of the flanking regions. 395 

    In summary, we present the first systematic benchmark of mosaic variant calling strategies. Our 396 

analysis revealed the sequencing depth-, VAF-, and error type-specific strengths and diversity of the 397 

current algorithms, feasible strategies for ensemble approaches, and directions for future 398 

development. We anticipate that our study will be a good starting point for the technical advances in 399 

mosaic variant calling at the germline and somatic variant levels.   400 
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Online Methods 401 

 402 

Datasets 403 

    We obtained a set of mosaic reference standards (BAM) based on the accumulative mixing of pre-404 

genotyped normal cell lines from the Sequence Read Archive [PRJNA758606]. Diverse combinations 405 

and ratios of the mixtures generated 39 reference materials, harboring both abundant mosaic variants 406 

of varied allele frequencies (Supplementary Table 1) and two types of negative controls, non-variant 407 

sites (Set A) and germline variants (Set B)18. Moreover, three mixture categories (9 M1, 12 M2, and 408 

18 M3) that represent the genotypes of distinct lineages were highly useful for evaluating the 409 

detection performance of shared and non-shared variants among different tissues in 741 possible 410 

combinations. Among the full sets of controls in every reference material, we took only high-411 

confident regions into account by excluding the simple repeats and segmental duplications supplied 412 

by UCSC. Thus, 345,552 positive SNVs (92%) and 8,706 INDELs (72%) were adjustable, and each 413 

of the 39 reference materials contains two types of negative controls, 33,111,725 non-variant (94%) 414 

and 18,151 germline sites (91%). Information on the positive and negative controls used here is 415 

shown in Supplementary Table 1. We also performed multi-step down-samplings (125×, 250×, and 416 

500×) of original reference materials (1,100× on average) for a comprehensive assessment of 417 

performance under different sequencing depths.  418 

 419 

Variant calling 420 

    Nine detection approaches were applied to the 39 pairs of reference standards. For the single 421 

sample and two-single analyses, MosaicHunter (v.1.0, single mode); MosaicForecast (v.0.0.1, 250× 422 

trained models for SNVs); DeepMosaic (v.0.0, efficientnet-b4_epoch_6.pt); Mutect2 (4.1.9.0, tumor 423 

only mode and applied FilterMutectCalls); GATK HaplotypeCaller (4.1.8.0) with a ploidy option of 424 

20 and 200, with the quality filters adjusted according to the criteria based on GATK Variant Quality 425 

Score Recalibration (VQSR, QD ≥ 2, FS ≤ 60, DP ≥ 20, MQ ≥ 40, ReadPosRankSum ≥ -8, and -2.5 ≤ 426 

MQRankSum ≤ 2.5). Raw variant calls from Mutect2 were used as input for MosaicForecast and 427 

DeepMosaic10,11. Variants tagged as “mosaic” and “PASS” were only kept for downstream analysis. 428 

The population frequency data, dbSNP(b154) for Mosaic Hunter and panel of normal 429 

(1000g_pon.hg38.vcf.gz) from GATK resource bundle 430 

(https://console.cloud.google.com/storage/browser/genomics-public-data/resources/broad/hg38/v0) 431 

for Mutect2 were applied after the removal of positive controls, since they were derived from 432 

mutually exclusive germline variants18. Segmental duplication and simple repeats from UCSC were 433 
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used whenever it was recommended to remove repeats to filter out confounding regions10,11,19. For 434 

paired-sample analysis, MT2-p, and MH-p were applied with simple modifications to detect the 435 

shared mosaic variants. Variants of Mutect2 paired mode tagged as “normal artifacts” were selected 436 

for MT2-p to be exploited as an alternative filtering strategy for shared variant detection. In MH-p, 437 

paired naïve mode, if (1) the joint probability of two samples with “mosaic” variants was over 0.05 438 

and (2) if it was larger than that of any other genotype combination, the variants were considered as 439 

shared, whereas the remaining variants remained as sample-specific. In the M2S2MH approach, 440 

Mutect2 (paired mode) and Strelka2 (v.2.9.10, somatic) with Manta (v.1.6.0) which was used for 441 

removing small INDELs,23 were applied to the sample-specific variants. For shared variant detection, 442 

MosaicHunter (single mode) was applied to each sample, followed by a comprehensive filtering 443 

process using the read counts, depths, and VAFs of both samples, as previously mentioned20. The 444 

detailed pipelines of the approaches used for all nine variant callings are shown in Supplementary 445 

Fig. 4.  446 

 447 

Performance evaluation of single sample analysis 448 

    For each approach, the precision, sensitivity, and F1-score were calculated based on the call set. 449 

To investigate the detection performance, the variants were divided into eight categories based on 450 

their VAF (<1%, 1%–2%, 2%–3%, 3%–4%, 4%–7.5%, 7.5%–9.6%, 9.6%–20%, and >35%) for the 451 

SNVs, and into seven categories (<1%, 1%–2%, 2%–4%, 4%–5%, 5%–9.6%, 9.6%–15%, and 15%–452 

22%) for the INDELs, so that equal numbers of variants were contained in each VAF category. 453 

Precision was recalibrated based on the density of positive controls (the number of positive controls 454 

per megabase), because a high positive control density overemphasizes the true positives over the 455 

false positives. The recalibration was done as follows with w, the weight of the overrepresented 456 

density of the positive controls: 457 

i)	𝑤 =
# expected positive controls

# positive controls in the data
 458 

ii)	Precision	 =
𝑇𝑃 × 	𝑤

(	𝑇𝑃 × 𝑤	) + 𝐹𝑃	
 459 

The number of expected positive control was estimated based on the known prior densities of SNVs 460 

(1 per 1 Mb) and INDELs (0.1 per 1 Mb)4,6, yielding w values of 252.75 and 81.63, respectively. 461 

The variant call consistency within an approach was investigated in three categories; the true positives 462 

and false positives from two different types of negative controls revealed an interesting relationship 463 

within each variant set of varied sequencing depth: 125×, 250×, 500×, and 1,100×. We used the R 464 
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package nVennR27 (0.2.3) for the set analysis. We also observed the similarity of variant calls among 465 

the approaches using the Jaccard index (Fig. 2f and Supplementary Fig. 1d-1e for all sequencing 466 

depths). The detailed relationships of the variant calls with the VAFs in each intersection are shown in 467 

Supplementary Fig. 1f. 468 

 469 

Performance evaluation of paired-sample analysis. 470 

    We analyzed the paired samples for shared variant detection in the two possible ways, namely, 471 

two-single and paired analyses. Six (MH-ts, MF-ts, DM-ts, MT2-ts, HC20-ts, and HC200-ts) and four 472 

two-single approaches (MF-ts, MT2-ts, HC20-ts and HC200-ts) were used for SNV and INDEL 473 

detection, respectively. In the two-single mode, the intersected variant call sets from two samples 474 

were collected and considered shared variants. Concurrently, MT2-p (SNV and INDEL), MH-p 475 

(SNV), and M2S2MH (SNV) could be evaluated for shared mosaic variant callings, in which the 476 

variant sites of the evaluated samples were joint-genotyped. We evaluated the performance of 378 477 

combinations from M1 + M2 (21) and M3 (18), which generated 34 different VAF relationships of 478 

1,481,274 shared variants, in total (162 combinations with M1 and M3, 216 with M2 and M3, and 479 

2,697 and 4,835 shared variants, respectively). The calculated sensitivity in all possible VAF 480 

combinations and the distributions of false positives of shared SNVs and INDELs are shown, clearly 481 

presenting the distinctive characteristics of each approach (Fig. 3a and 3b). The full performance 482 

comparisons within different sequencing depths (125×, 250×, and 500×) are shown in 483 

Supplementary Fig. 2a-2d. We also analyzed the sensitivity limitations of shared variant detection in 484 

two categories—balanced and unbalanced—with the latter included variants whose difference in 485 

variant allele frequency between two samples was greater than 2-fold.  486 

    Then, we divided the VAFs into four ranges, very-low (VL), low (L), medium (M), and high (H), 487 

based on a VAF <5%, ≥5% and <10%, ≥10% and <25%, and ≥ 25%, respectively, for generating 16 488 

shared VAF combinations to quantify the detection performances according to the VAFs. Among the 489 

16 possible combinations, we could assign the shared variants of the reference standards to 15 groups, 490 

and by gathering the best F1-score for each combination, we could suggest an instant enhancement of 491 

shared variant detection using an ensemble of different detection approaches. The F1-scores were 492 

quantified within the each grouped VAF level for SNV and INDEL (Fig. 3e and Supplementary Fig. 493 

3a) detection. The overall F1-score was calculated after normalization of the positive control counts 494 

in each VAF bin, to ensure that computed F1-score is not limited to this study. 495 

 496 

Evaluation of features and filters  497 
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    To calculate the potential power of the building blocks and features and to further classify the true 498 

and false positives for an improved accuracy, the AUCs of 48 features of MF, MT2, DM, HC20, and 499 

HC200 were calculated. True and false positives within the approaches were applied to pROC 500 

(v.1.17.01) and the AUC of each feature was determined. In total, 13 features among 48 were 501 

observed to have an AUC > 0.9 in SNV and INDEL detection. Then, they were divided into three 502 

levels based on their intended use: 20 features into the sequencing level, 15 into the alignment-level, 503 

and 13 into the genotype level. The full sets of evaluated features with the definitions, AUC, and 504 

categorizations are listed in Supplementary Table 2. We observed that the genotype-level features 505 

had significantly higher AUCs than those at the sequencing (p = 3 × 10-5, Wilcoxon’s rank sum test) 506 

and alignment levels (p = 2 × 10-5, Wilcoxon’s rank sum test).  507 

    To further investigate the efficiency of the filters that could be assessed independently, 16 post-508 

filters from MT2 and HC were tested. By disabling each filter, we compared the new F1-score to the 509 

original F1-score under default settings by collecting additional true and false positives. The 510 

difference in F1-score for each filter was calculated by subtracting the newly calculated F1-scores 511 

from the original F1-score. The detailed numbers of the additional true and false positives are shown 512 

in Supplementary Table 3. The post-filters of MH were excluded as they were utilized in series; in 513 

other words, calculating their efficacy was highly dependent on the order of their application. 514 

 515 

Feature-level recombination 516 

    We tested whether a foreign feature of a distinct approach could be utilized in an independent 517 

variant call set from other approaches. We validated this hypothesis on three cases by observing a 518 

significant removal of false positives (27.3%–97.08%), and a small proportion of true positives 519 

(0.0009%–3.3%) were lost. Variants in the original call set could be tested when they were found in 520 

another approach accompanying the foreign features. For example, adjustable MT2 calls (99% of true 521 

and 92% of false positives in non-variant sites were adjustable) using the “alt softclip” of MF (which 522 

was removed if the value was greater than 0.05) could filter out 27.3% of false positives with a 523 

0.009% loss of true calls. Likewise, HC200 variant calls could be filtered using the “MFRL alt” of 524 

MT2 (<150, to 0.99% of true and 0.11% of adjustable false positives from non-variant sites) and the 525 

“Het likelihood” of MF (>0.25, 95% of adjustable true and 8% of germline false positives) could filter 526 

out 40.54% and 93.08% of false positives with an extremely small loss of true calls (0.03% and 3.3%, 527 

respectively). 528 

 529 

Lineage distance-based filtering 530 
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    To speculate on the advantages of using multi-samples (three, in here) for an enhanced shared 531 

mosaic variant detection, we applied the shared variant call sets of MT2, of 1,944 combinations 532 

generated from 9 M1, 12 M2, and 18 M3, with each mixture type denoting different parts or tissues in 533 

an organism. We first collected the shared SNVs and INDELs among M1 and M2, which were more 534 

distal in lineage than M2 and M3. The variants were filtered out if they were not present in M3, given 535 

that the variants were unlikely to be shared in a more proximal lineage. The resultant shared variants 536 

were compared to the original variant sets.  537 

 538 

Code availability 539 

The scripts used for evaluation is available in a public repository GitHub28.  540 

  541 
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